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4,155 Students Sign
:or Fall Semester,’ 61

But No Arrests, Yet

President’s Message
San Jose State College begins its 104th year of life with an
outstanding faculty, an imposing array of old, new, and almost completed buildings, and a full quota of capable and serious-minded
students. As a matter of fact, we have a world population in miniature right on campusa cosmopolitan student body of 16,000 drawn
from all parts of the country and including almost 500 international
students from 50 nations of the world. We shall have a wonderful
opportunity, therefore, to practice good human relations in all our
dealings with one another, and to strive to keep our everyday behavior in harmony with our highest ideals.
We are thrice blessed at San Jose Stateamong friends, in an
excellent college, in a free nation. Giving strength and purpose to
these material blessings must be a strong sense of personal obligation
to use our human powers, these facilities, and the freedoms guaranteed us by our great democratic government, to further the search
for truth, and to make knowledge and compassion increasingly popular as a basis for action.
I wish all of you a successful and satisfying year of achievement.
(signed) John T. Wahlquist
President, San Jose State Collegc

Police, Firemen ’Not Laughing’
About Student Bonfires, Stones
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Vast Campus Buildings of Today
Not Like First Basement Setup

’Unfortunate

Faculty Artists
Present Exhibit

JUST CLOSED A CLASS?

Guess Who

IS IN THE WRONG P.E. SECTION?

14,4’ ’,f

on I.
.sinz fiarr isits

which
president of Ilse Ir,
Courted

JUST FINISHED REGISTRATION?

IS MISSING A PACKET?
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Registration Fees,
Packets Due From
Sept. 29 to Oct. 4
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Father of the Campus Coed
Tells of School WoesMoney

Monday, September 25, 1961

2SPARTAN DATI.1

Does Degree Pay? Art Pilot Project
Census Survey
Installed in Art
Shows It Does
Quad This Summer
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Have
you ever wondered if a college
degree pays for itself?
Does a college graduate earn
enough in a lifetime to compensate for the paying to learn, rather than being paid to work?
As a rule, he does. Under 1958
conditions, a man who had graduated from high school could expect a lifetime income of $231,500.
During that same time, from
age 18 to 64, a college graduate
could expect to earn $3$3.000 more than $150,000 more than
the high school graduate.
The figures come from a recent
analysis of income surveys conducted by the Bureau of the Census since 1945.
Income advantages of college
graduates over workers with less
schooling has continued.

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

A polyurethane sculpture, the
first of its kind in the United
States, was installed on the east
wall of the Art building patio
last July to complete San Jose
State’s pilot student art project.
Made by Rodger Bolorney, a 43year-old Oakland free lance artist,
the sculpture was the first project of the SJS student art commision, formed last Match through
the efforts of Spartan Daily editor
Jim Ragsdale, current student body
president Brent Davis and Bill
Dunne, a fine arts major and
chairman of the group.
Upon installation of the sculpture. Bolomey was given the second half of the $1500 award fiefed by the commission in the competition entered by 28 professional
and student artists.
According to Dunne, San Jose
State is the (list state college to
sponsor such an art program. Future plans of the commission call
for the procurement of more art
work which will then be located
at prominent spots on campus.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 30 IWO p.m., S.J. Civk Auditorium
RE -UNION IN STEREO

A

SALUTE TO

GLENN MILLER
STARRING ’ IN PERSON ’ THE ORIGINAL
GLENN MILLER SINGERS

Tex Beneke... Ray Eberle
T"MODERNAIRES".

,, PAULA KELLY

featuring Former Members of the
GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA
L , COLLINS .1.4 C
$2.75 Sl 00
TICKETS SI7S-43.00

and
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DERAILER
SPECIALS
Steyr 10 -Speed S699
Bike
.‘ssisamOr’

Puch Bergmeister
Allvit

PUCH BERGMEISTER
COMPAGNOLO

$899

105"

We also have Allero, Capo,
Follis & Raleigh
Man’s 3 -Speed English Lightweight
sr95
7 CASH

IN

CARTONS ONLY

GET A BIKE AT

DESIMONE’S

ACCESSORIES
PARTS
REPAIRS
BIKE RENTALS
72 So. 2nd
CYpress 3-5808

V.,..t ’cha
Long time, no see! Hoz’it
’Hello! Hi t iso’
goin’t
These are a few of typical Spartan salutations floating around this
charming campus. And why not? Mostly everyone went his, bee or
its separate way in summer, but now the entire mob is back for another
crack at discovering mysteries of moderate to higher learning.
Notice one usually popular introductory remark is missing.
Namely, GREETINGS.
There is a good reason for its absence, considering the world situation today. Shout "GREETINGS" to the merage red-blooded, loyal
American male who is 1-A with the draft board, and he will cringe in
terror.
"GREETINGS," of course, is the first word on draft notices. The
fear of being drafted is so great, most eligible students are afraid to
check their morning mail. Nowadays, a bill from PG&E, Pacific Telephone or Roos/Atkins is a welcome sight.
One need not read newspapers to discover how bad things really
are. Just count the number of ROTC and AFROTC booths at SJS
during registration. Check the keen glint in the eye of the sergeants
and officers who man the stalls.
Literally, the fellows in the booths will try to corral you: "Have
we explained our program to you?" is a question uniformed young men
in the booths shout to bypassers.
The answer they often receive is unprintable.
So when anyone asks you if "you had a nice summer," or "How
are you?" look them in the eye, and shout "GREETINGS!"
If the interrogator is male, he probably will kick you in the shins
for using THAT word. But that merely will be an excuse for you to
kick him back: anyone who even suggests that a good summer could
have been had, deserves to be kicked in the shins, or thereabouts.
As far as you girls are concerned, the same is true. I understand
there is a bill in congress to draft women.
It’s a Inv wide horrible WI will

Wesley Group
1Begins New Year
The Wesley Foundation at
SJS begins the school year under the leadership of Rev. J.
Benton White, it was announced by the Rev. Herbert
Neale, District Superintendent
of the San Jose District of the
Methodist Church.

1

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYING
..’crmoony Shoe Repair
42 E. Santo Clara

Wahlquist Honor
Dr. John ’I’. Wahlquist, president of San Jose State College,
has been appointed to membership on the national honorary
board of trustees of the Academy
of Achievement which hiss its
headquarters in Monterey.
The Academy is a non-profit
organization dedicated to honoring men of achiesement front all
walks of life.
Among present members of the
Academy honorary board of directors are Gov. Edmund 6.
Brown, Mayor George Christyfer of San Francisco and Goy.
Mark 0. Hatfield of Oregon.
entWenniMie,

USED BOOKS!
We have the largest stock in town
Regardless of what others say.

Spartan Bookstore
"Right on Campus"
Open ’TO 9 p.m. Monday-Thursday

(EDITOR’S NOTE: It’s the
father of the college gilt like
the father of the bride, is ho
pays. In the fullussing dispatTli, one father spells out Ida
educations.)
By JACK WOE ISTON
United Press International
Conn.
GREENWICH,
OLD
(UPI) - - My wife checked over
the "what to bring " list and my
daughter nodded affirmatively as
each item came up.
how
I mentally considered
much each item had cost me.
’One bedspread," my wife said.
"Check," said Marilyn.
-Six dollars and 98 cents," I
thought.
"It says here bring plenty of
dimes for the automatic laundry," my wife haid.
"Five dollars for dimes, Dad,"
said my daughter, extending her
hand.
"That does it," I said. "When
your sister went through college
she took her laundry dimes out of
her allowance."
"Let’s not argue," said my wife.
"We’ve got to get this done."
I gave Marilyn the money. I had
learned my lesson five years earlier when my oldest daughter departed fo rthe halls of higher
learning with 18 skirts, 12 dresses, 4 evening gowns, and an as-

Summer SJS Campus
Boomed With Activities
With an enrollment of 5932 during the six-and ten-week sessions
of summer instruction, the college
extra.curricular activity boomed
with programs from art lectures
to Giant baseball games.
A variety of cultural events
were planned during the seventh
annual summer Festival of Arts
program.
Recreation programs included an
all-school barbecue, a trip to Mt.
Hamilton and sports nights,
A highlight of the season was a
dramatic reading by Irene Bewley,
mountain monologuist from Tennessee. She explained that the Anglo-Saxon influence is reflected in
the speech habits of Southern
mountaineers.
"If Chaucer and Shakespeare
should come back in the flesh they
would feel more at home in our
Southern mountains than anywhere else," she explained.
SJS was included in the initial
concert tour of the U.S. by mezzoosprano Carolyn Stamford. She
presented a program of French
American
and German ballads,

Yager & Silva

HAVE MOVED
RIGHT NEXT DOOR

We’re Inviting All Our Friends
To Move With Us

40111Va
IC 6

2.

.,f -

Same Personnel
Same Fine
Service
Reduced Prices on Major Gas
Parking: Student Rates
Now Honoring All Major Credit
Cards
Complete Automotive Servicing
Cash Stamps

78 So. 4th Street

Ail

CY 5-9868
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sortment of other clothing, most
of which she never used during
her four years in residence.
II found out later that the
typical college costume is the
same skirt -- forever -- different
blouses, tennis shoes and woolen
sucks. This costume, of course,
changes on week -end dates, and
we apparently provided the right
changes. The first daughter Is
married now to an instructor at
Northwestern University).
This, of course, was my second
encounter with the "check off"
and actually is almost the last
step before you bundle your pride
and joy on the train.
The "check off" is the climax
of months of shopping, shopping,
shopping. There seems to be no
end of it. Closets fill. Bundles pile
up in corners. The bank calls to
say your checking account is
overdrawn.
Except for providing the funds
and pointing out occasionally
there will be no money left for
college if the clothes-buying
spree continues, the man of the
house has no role in the "getting
ready" stage. This is a motherdaughter affair where male suggestions are met coldly and ignored completely.
The "getting ready" stage, incidentally, begins in the spring

folk songs and Negro spirituals.
Kenneth Yerka, 16--yearold violin prodige, appeared on campus
for the summer audience. Hi,
"playing is marked by flawless intonation and beauty of tone," ac cording to Christian Science Mop itor in October 1960.
The vice consul of Japan lectured on "Contemporary Japan’
during the summer program. Isset
Saito appeared before a workshop
on the study and teaching of Asia
"California’s Role in the CI% 1;
War" was told by Dr. Leo Kibbj
professor of history and recognized
authority on the Civil War.
"California had a volunteet
corps of Union men that numbered
over 16,000 Slits peak. This group
of volunteers, called the California
Column, was assigned to Nev.
Mexico and Arizona when Corded
erate troops overtook those stair,
and successfuly ousted the Rebels," Dr. Kibby said.
Moller’s three-act comedy "Tia
Doctor in Spite of Himself," Wapresented by the Speech and Dra
ma department for three performances.
Fred R. Dickson, warden Of Sal,
Quentin prison spoke on "Adul,
Correction in California. The de
partment of Sociology and An
thropoligy sponsored his talk.
"The Male Animal," the first
and perhaps the last play by celebrated humorist James Thurber,
opened a three run performance
on campus.
The summer recreation program
continued through the four-week
session with minor changes.
In August, Dr. Arthur F. Core}
executive secretary of the California Teachers assn., offered the
commencement a d d re s s, "The
Grand Prerogative of the Mind,"
as 482 degrees were conferred by
’res. John T. Wahlquist
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAYINGS

ANNOUNCED

cavin04 up to $120 on automobile
inioranre are lieu common for married
men under 25 yea. of ear with the
California
Coitalr,
Ind.:mote
La.
charm,
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Info.
$10/20.000. Property
Damage 115.000 and Medical 0500
Po. oboist SIS7 a Year nub mold
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the Etehange. (Other
with
comparable ..inar.)
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N’
cord, may we an., 20 per tent.
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FURNITURE
DISCOUNT
HOUSE

e’

82 E.
SANTA CLARt I
CORNER OF THIRD

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT
SALE
STUDENTS
PLEASE BRING.
STUDENT BODY CARDS

*

NOTICE

I Throw Pillows
69c
Bed Pillows
99c
TV Antennas,
Indoor type
99c
Wall Pictures
$2.99
Door Mirror,
$3.99
Odd Living Roam
Tables
$2.99
Table Lamps
$5.95
3 Lite Pole Lamps .
$6.95
S17.95
9xl 2 Woolsheeft Rug
517.95
4 Drawer Chest
Boo Spring or Mattress
519.95
Twin or Full Size
Student’s Bed, includes
Headboard, Frame. Attach.
meets, Spring, Mattre., $39
$29
Studio Couch
$38
Solid Maple Desk
led DivanSofa by day,
$39
bed by nite
Bunk Beds Complete,
$49
Spring & Mattress
Plastic Naugahyde
$69
Sofa Chairs
Danish Style
$79
Sofa Chairs
Complete Bedroom Sets
Include Double Deemer,
Boob Case. Bed Frame
Bor Spring & Mattress $89

FURNITURE
DISCOUNT
HOUSE
82 E.
SANTA CLARA

Cuff OI writ. foe WI information
to GEORGE M. CAMP/III I ,
SM Maple A..,
Ilfaent 01741 Noy
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ederal Grant Given SJS
or O.T. Project Study

Extension Courses
In Five Counties
Begin Next Week

(
,,,irniitam
of instruction on the San Jose
State College campus next week,’
the Extension Services of the college will launch an extensive program of evening courses. These
will be available in Santa Clara,
San Mateo, Santa Cruz, San
Benito, Monterey and Alameda
count ies.
With a few exceptions, the
classes meet once a week from
7 to 10 p.m. in public schools in
the various locations. Two or
Students who have not joined three units of college credit may
California Physicians Service for be earned by completing a course
the fall semester during registra- and the fee is at the rate of
$10 a unit. In most cases, the intion may do so now for $10 at the I
-tudents enrolled in the Le- Student Affairs Business Office! structors are members of the college faculty although qualified
tnal therapy program at
1 instructors from other institutions
.tse State College receive T1116.
’The CPS, a voliintary health are included in the Extension
:onths of clinical training in
Is and similar institutions plan associated with Blue Shield, Services faculty.
provides coverage for outpatient
Extension courses are open to
.if ornia.
if the objects of the federal medical benefits, x-ray and labora- high school graduates, college
, led project is to study the. tory treatment, hospital and surgi- students in good standing, persons
,tat ion between the academic cal benefits and physician’s visits over 21 years of age, and teachers
at the college and the to the hospital.
who hold valid California teaching credentials. Formal admission
to San Jose State College is not
ENCHILADAS
required of extension students.
TACOS
TAMALES
ORDERS TO GO
WIDE VARIETY
While most of the courses being
551 ( W. It 10 I 1,It4il tatrit
tiered are in the field of educan, a wide variety of subjects
tt, included in the courses. These
such topics as conditioning
.tiugh weight training, cost ac,tinting. classical Greek litera, in translation, the Negro in
. tntemporary America. contemLATIN AMERICAN
porary European novelists, international relations, Russian MereIMPORTS
. AO of the 19th Century, history
.! France since 1815, social psy71, W SAN ANTONIO
tiology, foreign policies of the
SAN JOSE
CT 7-4976
major powers, field inspection of
concrete, culture and institutions
of California, real estate valuation
Greeting Cards
Spanish Magazines
,ind Mexico, the land and its

received an $18.531 fed
int for the support of the
,dir of a three-year project
.ly the clinical field work
to of the college’s t tcupa, therapy depart men 11’ The
,s from the Departrr t of
Education and Vi fare
a the Office of Vocational
.lit at ion.
..dive from the occupational
department’s faculty n
i.nne Murany, assistant pit.
of occupational therein
ill direct the project. Slit
15045 graduate of the collegi.
an M.A. from the University
outhern California. She joined
r -allege faculty in September,

i.iinical work in Ii,
Id.
During the coming year, according to Miss Murany, the study will
center on the principal psychiatric
training centels in this area: the
Veterans hospital at Palo Alto, the
Tvt in Peaks sanitarium at Belmont, Agnews State hospital and
the Langley -Porter clinic in San
Franvisco

CPS Health Plan
Not Yet Closed

Pinatas - Party Favors

Specific information’ about any
id- all of these courses may he
obtained by writing or calling the
Extension Services, San Jose State
College, CY 4-6414, Ext. 2211.

Dr. Arthur Price
Named Assistant
Dr. Arthur H. Price, who ha been coordinator for the eveniri,:
program at San Jose State College
since 1955, has been named a
sistant to the dean of the college,
Dr. John W. Gilhaugh.
Ile will continue in his present
post hut will be assisted on a parttime basis by Dr. John R. Wright.
associate professor of secondary
education. Dr. Price succeeds Dr.
Theodore J. Sielaff, who has returned to his former post as professor of marketing in the Business Division

Dr. L. Smardan Invited To
State Conference on Youth
Laurance E. Smardan,
soup’ te professor of home econr.rnics, has been invited by Gov.
Edmund G. Brown to take part
in the Governor’s Conference on
Youth for Community Service to
be held in Lung Beach Nov. 13
and 14. Dr. Smardan teaches
courses in family relationships.
President John T. Wahlquist
recent Iv. appointed Dr. Smardan as
a community consultant in this
field Sixty such representatives
have now been appointed i C

the Long Beach meeting.
."rThe Lorii Bea-eh conferen-ee, la,
ing planned by a group of 33 young
people of high school and college
age, is aimed at training teams
of four young people and an adult
from the various high school dist ricts.
Training will be focused on 37
community service projects now
being carried on by young people.
The contrn,-nro is Pxpert0f1

-
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Oct. 13 Deadline
For Feb. Grads
Student, N
e.spinding to
graduate in February must make
application for graduation by Oct.
13. according to Mrs. Georgene
Merrell, graduation clerk.
An interview with a graduation
clerk is required and the appointment for the interview should be
made in the registrar’s office. Appointments should be made as soon
’ ms possible in order to meet the

STACKS
OF

USED BOOKS

Complete Selection of Latin-American Records

Drill Team Tryouts
.Slated for Friday

(Near Market Street)

For the first time in the history of SJS, a women’s drill team
will grace the football field during
halftime activities, Roger Muzzy,
assistant professor of music and
band director, announced today.
Tryouts for the drill team will
be held Friday at 3:30 p.m. on the
woman’s athletic field.
It is hoped that the group will
be able to march for at least one
of the three home games this season, he said.

Ulysses of days long gone past
Had a mind that was keen and so fast!
When the sirens’ attraction
Drove his men to distraction,
He Just stapled them all to the mast!
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Prof Attends Eichmann Trial
pro.
Dr. William
lessor of foreign languages for
the past 15 years, attended some
sessions of the Eichmann trial in
Jerusalem this past summer. In
a letter to Pres. John T. Wahlquist,
he relates that his trip to
Jerusalem was one aspect of his
annual trip abroad.
Writing from Berlin, Dr. Hermanns reported that he is under
the care of a physician and will not

be .il,a, to return to his teaching
duties at the opening of the fall
semester. Pending the results 01
medical examinations he has undergone, he will advise Dr. WahlQuist when it will be possible for
him to return.
Dr. Heimann!: was born in Coblenz, Germany. and was educated at the School of Economics
in Berlin and at the University
of Frankfort. where he re..eived
his doctorate in 1926.
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eonardo da Vinci Greeks Gird
Thursdays Movie For Activities
in Classic Series
1.1

Rushing, pledging and presents
are on the agenda of the greel.
week at SJS.
All this week is being conduct,
by the 13 fraternity houses
campus. Smokers, partys and
dances will mark the days as each
houses vies for pledges. According
to Chuck Allard, IFC president,
an estimated 500 men ate going
through rush.
Last week the fraternities finished their help weeks. Each house
had their pledges go through the
week cleaning up their houses and
working on community projects.
Allard said the "help" week is replacing "hell" week with more
constructive work in the community. Some of the pledges
painted at the International Students building, and cleaned a day
nursery and some took orphans to
Happy Hollow, a city owned playland for children.
Also last week sororitis finished their rush and wound up with
nearly 360 pledges for all 12
houses, Sharon Brawley, Panhellenic president, announced.
This Saturday, September 30,
sororities will have presents, where
each house presents their pledges
from 3-6 p.m. at an open house.
Miss Brawly said the Panhellenic
Council has "strong plans" for
this fall which includes a judiciary
revision, a fashion show and community service work.

The Cl.,-,ie Film Program, tinder the auspices of the ASH Spartans’ Program Committee and the
Audio-Visual Center, begins its regular weekly series Thursday with
a showing of the film, "Leonardo
da Vinci".
The film will be shown at 3:30
p.m. in T1155. and repeated in Coneert Hall at 7 p.m.
Playing with "Leonardo da
n,1" will be the Marian Ander,on feature. ’The Lady from
Philadelphia".
The following Thursday, Oct. 5.
"Man of Aran", Robert Flaherty’s
documentary of life in the Aran
Islands off the coast of Western
Ireland will be showing. The second feature on that date will be
"The England of Elizabeth", a
British documentary of the life
and art of the time. The film is
in color.
On Oct. la "Oedipus Rex" will
be the feature. The performance
will be carried out by the Stratford. Ontario. and Shakespeare
companies with Greek masks and
buskins. The second feature will
be "The Fatal Glass of Beer", staring W.C. Fields.
"Boris Godunov". with the Moscow Orchestra and Bolshoi Ballet
will be the color feature on Oct.
19.
The second
feature
is
"Appalachian Spring".
The Oct. 26 showing will be
"Romeo and Juliet".
"Ugetsu", a poetic story of 16th
century Japan in Japanese with
English subtitles will be the Nov.
2 performance. "Pround Citadel";
will be the second feature of the
evening.
"Henry
V"
with
Laurence
Approximately 600 coeds attendOlivier in color will be shown on
ed the annual Associated Women
Nov. 9.
"Merry Wives of Windsor". a Students Big-Little Sister party in
film in operetta form with Music Inner Quad Friday, Chairman
by Otto Nicolai and actors, singers, Sonja Halvorsen reported.
and orchestra of the Berlin State
Purpose of the party is to acOrchestra in German with English quaint transfer students and freshtitles. "World of Mosaic" is sched- men with college life, traditions.
uled to be the second feature of the AWS lockout rules and with colevening.
lege leaders.
"Hamlet", starring Laurence
Miss Janet Douglas, associate
Olivier, will be shown on Nov. 30. dean of students, was introduced
Two films are scheduled for to the attending coeds; along with
Dec. 7: "The Sheep Has Five Sue Barton, AWS president.
Legs", and "The Moor’s Pavane".
Also appearing for introductions
The former film is described as a were Miss Charlene Conrad, ac"farce", staring Fernandel in tivities advisor; and Miss Berniece
French with English subtitles. The Ryan, housing counselor.
latter is a version of the Othello
story, starring Jose Limon and
his company

600 Coeds Attend
Big -Little Sister
Inner Quad Party

Dr. Henry Gunn
To Head New
Education Area
Dr. Henry M. Gunn, a part-time
member of the faculty since 1958,
will now be a full-time employee
as head of the new department of
Administration and Supervision in
the Education Division, He recently retired as superintendent of the
Palo Alto schools.
After earning BS and MA degrees from University of Oregon,
Prof. Gunn went to Stanford innversity for his Ed.D. He was principal and assistant superintendent
of the Portland, Ore., schools from
1925 to 1944, superintendent of
schools of Eugene. Ore.. from 1945
to 1947, president of the Oregon
College of Education from 1947
to 1950 and superintendent of
’ schools in Palo Alto from 1950 to
1959.
Dr. Gunn, now living in Palo
Alto, was born in Lexington, Ky..
July 7, 1898. lie is married to
Thelma F:iler Guinn and has three
children.

A college union building committee, with Dr. Dwight Bentel,
journalism department head, as
chairman, met recently to discuss
policies for financing, use and
development of a proposed college
union. Brent Davis, student body
president, and other student representatives met as part of the
committee.
A bill authorizing the State College Board of Trustees to burrow
money from the Federal House
and Home Finance agency to build
the college unions, was signed by
Gov. Edmund G. Brown July 14.
It was introduced by Assemblyman Charles B. Garrigus IDReedlyr.
"The trustees are now empowered to act," said Dr. Bente], and
the committee is "moving right along."
A special charge, independent of
the student body fee, will be required to repay the long-term loan.
The Garrigus bill passed the
Assembly on June 2 and the Senate on June 16.

ANNOI’N.:EMENT
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STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE

I.et it In. knouts throughout the land
that -Varna’s" hark again this year with the
same isonderfal Italian dishes she has been
preparing for Spartans 10, IWOrl, a gen r
at ion.
.titnp In real 4000t jar lom. of that old
is orb! spaghetn, pot lob, low woo, and 01
rimiest. I’ll/ I,

LOCATED IN FRONT OF
efPay 1,

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
IN TOWER HALL

Library, Journalism Wing Done;i
Other Additions Still Underway
By LINDA AXENTV
While construction continues in
various areas of campus some
building projects have been completed for the opening of the fall
term.
New facilities opening this semester include the six.story addition to the library and the remodeled section of tower hall (formerly the Art wingi now housing the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising.
The library addition covers 126,832 square feet and increases the
capacity of the information center
by 200.000 volumes. This is the
third addition to the building since
it was first constructed in 1910.
The current Reserve Book room
was the original library building.
Remodeling the former Art wing
of Tower Hall gives SJS facilities
among the finest in the state college system for a journalism -communications plant, according to C.
Grant Burton, executive dean.
The area serves the Spartan
Daily, La Torre and Lyke staffs
and includes lecture rooms, an activity room, laboratory, productions room, faculty offices and the
office of Dr. Dwight Bentel, head
of the department.
Prior to moving to this new facility the department was housed
in the twostory structure behind
the Spartan Book store, which
had served the music department
for 24 years.
Activity in campus construction
progresses in many areas and corners of the t’elh0te Detl 11 Ilnrtnn

t One of the largest strtirtirms
said.
Construction emit Mlle,. Int the I campus is the new education L..
multi-story parking garage located I ing at the scuthwet corno.I
between San Salvador and San Seventh and San Carlos
103,082 sty
Carlos sts. on Seventh st. which, four-story,
will be ready for use next summer. building will house a mai.rity
the education division
The open deck, low ramp, split eluding
50 two-man faculty filet,’
level structure will provide park44 classrooms and arrorianutb
five-story
The
cats.
2200
ing
tions for 2000 students.
garage has a total area of 627,000
The project is expected io
square feet.
Special stalls are included in the completed in September 19112
.A planned $2 million adciirum t,
structure for small sports cars and
the Women’s gymnasium
two-wheeled vehicles.
plan,
A $13 fee per semester for park- ned for ftit ore construct or The
ing facilities will be charged, a present gym will be expanded
state standard at all colleges and westward along San Carlos
universities, E. S. Thompson. busi- into the area now occupietl
iquonset huts and barrack
ness manager, said.
Two floors being added to the intoins.
Audio-Visual building will central. I Physical education facilil
ize the department under one roof the south campus will iiwinde
for the first time in 10 years, Dr.. playing field expected to lie corn.
Richard Lewis, head of the Audio- Meted next month. A P.K.
Visual service center and profes- Inc covering 14,9:13 square fat
is expected to be completed
sor of education, said.
Expected to be completed in February. The plans include
February is the one-story building courts, baseball diamond.
at the San Jose Airport for the tiirfed area, dressing rof,,
Aeronautics department. SJS is aid facilities. lockers and .
the only college or university in
Other construction pro), ,
California with a facility of this pleted during the year of 199t-,
type which includes a permanent , include the six residence halls, r,
site for a supersonic wind tunnel modeling of the old Industrial Arts
and airplane taxiing space.
building for a Corporation Vast,
The structure covers 12,800 the music building addition. and
square feet and will cost $448.260. the Speech and Drama li.ulding
A July 1962 date has been set for Add t ion.
The construction of S..iptie.
the completion of the Engineering
building which covers 169.000 building No. two coverinr
, square feet and will cost $8,888.- ’ square feet is being planned 14
40n
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Members of Faculty
Return From Leaves

Returning this tall worn varkais
parts of the globe are a number of
SJS faculty members who have
finished their sabbatical leaves
and leaves of absence.
Just returning from sabbatical
leaves are: Miss Gladys Baird, assistant professor of home econ(,mies: Dr. Ezekiel Bogosian, English
Professor: Dr. James W. Brown.
in, Division of Graduate Studes, 1)e Benjamin F. Gilbert.
history professor; Dr. Edgar Hon,
history professor; Miss Ber’lig,
niece Prisk, associate professor of
drama and Thomas Ryan. music
professor. Also Dr. Charles Suffield. Head, Real Estate & Insurance department; Gladys Vogel Man, assistant professor of art and
Dr. Graham Wilson, English pro-

sor of political science.
,
Also Dr. Mary Ellen Durrett.’
associate professor of home economics; Miss Irma Eichhorn. assistant professor of history; Dr.
Jay R. McCullough, associate pro.
lessor of philosophy; Miss Patricia
Nipps, assistant professor of music education; and Dr. Ralph
Smith, professor of zookigy. Dr.
, William Vateher. associate prole-.-air of political science; Miss Virginia Vint, assistant professor of
art; Mrs. Eva Washington, assistant professor of education; and
Dr. Leonard Weiss, associate professor of economics.
LEAVE-TAKERS
In addition to all the professors
returning front their leaves there
are about twice as many starting
theirs.
fessor.
RETURNEES
The
professors
taking their
Returning from leaves of absence leaves during the 1961-62 year are:
are: Dr. Kenneth W. Auvil, as- Dr. Marion Bird, professor of
sistant professor of art; William mathematics; Dr. David Carter.
Blythe. assistant professor of civil professor of engineering; Dr. Alice
engineering; C. Kenneth Brad- Dement. personnel counselor and
shaw, assistant professor of math- associate professor of psychology;
professor of
ematics; Mrs. Evelyn Carson, as- Dr. Arturo Faille,
sistant professor of art: Robert philosophy; Dr. Jack F.nk, proColeman, associate professor of fessor of English; Dr. Dorothy
it: and Dr. Dean Crosap profes- Foote, associate professor of Eng-
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Two tvlembers
Named To SJS
Advisory Board

Private State Architects Wiii
Compete on New College Plans

Piesatent John T. Wahlquist
mileets will soon be
Private
annuals -is’ that MIN. Ilampton
bah. Dr. Grace Forbes, associate , Jones, San Jose club woman, and competing with state architects in
professor of health and hygiene; Emerson Arendt( of the Campbell developing plans for California’s
and Jack Holland. head, manage - Lumber Co. are the two new memstate colleges.
bers of San Jose State College admen? department.
The state College Board of
Dr. Andrew Lassen, head, eco- visory board.
Trustees. which took over control
nomics and geography department; ,
They were appointed by the of the. colleges from the State
Dr. William Loren. head, civil en- Trustees of the California state colBoard of Education July 1, regineering department; Dr. Henry leges to Whitt(’ the president ofthe
cently announced plans to hire
Meekei professor of education and oiliege in those aspects of adprivate architects to develop it
English; Dr. William Moellering, minstrat Sat involving community
toaster plan far both Stanislatis
professor of foreign language and , relat ions.
State college at Tuiltiek and Solir. Elizabeth Prange, professor of ,
S ther member; of the board 10’ noma State callts,,e at (.111.111 I. State
physical education. Also Dr. JaIlleN Chairman
1.. D. Bohnett, luwyet architects Will cora inn,- to plan
SaWreY, professor of psychology,.
Ellith Elder, widow of a for- buildings at it her campuses. at
Dr. Edward Shaw, head, industrial mer SJS
dean. Floyd Farr. owner least until 1963.
relation department; Leonard of a
bieal nub station. A. Ray
After 1963. however, a list of
Stanley, associate professor of ge- FreefIlaIl.
former SJS student niav private architects who Meet state
ography and Dr. Robert Wood- ;II the
insurance business, Joseph
ward, associate professor of Eng- R. Garner.
banking official, Fred
lish.
.1. Oehler. banking official. Russell
TWENTY-THREE GO
Pettit. San Jose chamber of eomTwenty-three eollege professors TIMM(’
Nursing in:: Watren B. Reilly.
have been granted leaves of ab- ,Iiiisinessman, and Rev. James
faculty are holding their I.
-ience In addition to the helm-e Sti.ayer Mohis
meeting of the semester this (,.
tlist minis! Ii
mentioned sabbatical leaves.
ing. A "pot luck" supper will
held in the recreation room of
They are: Dr. Wil lia
Brandt.
First Baptist Church at Third .
an t pmfessor ofm English .
San Antonio Sts.. from 5 to 7 ,
Frank C ole.
Diprofessor of
science:assistant
physical
.:
i:. 1 i i.
nursing majors are urged la
Darbyshire, associate professor of
I ’,,,,n I", I‘Ill’s I l I’mlllllIll l’olt. tend.
business; Dr. llorst M. (le Its Croix. hail squad is in need of a man assistant professor of art: Sidney, ager. Interested students should
Elwell. assistant professor of ma. contact Jones in his office in the
PICTURE FRAMING
ARTIST MATERIALS
cation; John Figg-Hoblyn, assist- Men’s gym.
The [Nish will play six games
Raw Frames & Moldings
ant professor of biology; Miss
’,age Fryer, assistant professor this season, starting with the sea e_...-tatimeittott
a: speech; and Mr. Richard liar- son opener on Tuesday. Oct. 3
.( -veldt, assistant professor of with the Santa Clara university
CY 4-2175
778 Almaden
junior varsity
-anservat ion.
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11(011
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Jobs Confab
"Mee Placement lien-Son
44444 Welt a roweling Thumdoo,
214 at 2:30 p.m.
In %long. Daily% andltoorinta tor
Misdeal.. onto plan to work part
Iii,.,’ thin netneter.

..,

The fOrtntralll is lii Melude a
talk by. Dr. Clemente, S. J. S.
Placement 11ireetoor, an the aero
%ice. and operation of the
olo
leer Pl.u.ement Office.
Mr. Donald Markin-, Perouniowl Director 01 the (II) of Susi
t,t III pro,o-oot a talk un "Ensplos3 em a kw point of "it uoleut
F.rooploo
Student. oil! be uttered the
#.11mrtiarilt% to reKboter
nollombig Die talk.
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11r. James Heath, professor of :11WoWoWleViiir",":"WiirVo’et
, zoology; James Hogin, assistant
DARLENEP SWEATERS & TANI’ SKIRTS
professor of engineering; Dr. AnZ:
Ta;lored to a "T by Tami
thony Lovaglia, professor of math- Z
ematics: Dr. James McGaugh, asswiate
professor of psychology;
l’aJtert McNeill. assistant professor
engineering; Richard Moore.
.
Daily 9:30 a.m.9 p.m.
ssistant professor of btisiness; and
1998 ALUM ROCK AVE.
Sunday 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
I hr. Abraham Phillip Persky, as.aciate professor of English.
Ronald Prather, assistant professor of engineering; Dr. Patl
l’aberts,
professor id’ English
Eldon Schafer. assistant prof
of business; Dr. George Sir..
STORE HOURS:
professor of engineering; 1)1.. FranM
II
M
cis Starner, assistant professor id
political science; William Venuti.
associate professor of civil engineering and Dr. Alexander VI,CY 2-4373
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Spartans Nip BYU in Season
Opener; Gallegos-Burton Shine
SJS punt by Dion Frazier. Frank
Baker converted for a 7-0 BY1’
lead at the end of the first period.
The Spartan’s first TD of the
second quarter came on a great
catch of a Chan Gallegos pass
by end Mack Burton in the end
zone. The Gallegos-to-Burton forBYU drew first blood in the conThe underdog Cougars were full
mula clicked again second; later
of fire. The 100(10 fans in BYU test, a 65-yard run hack of an for a two punt conversion and an
’1-7 lead.
A few plays following a recoverd
1tYl.’ tumble, Coach Bob Titchenal’s crew found themselves on
’he enemy In-yard stripe. Once
.gain, Gallegos to Burton for the
’.,tichdown. Another two- point
A ith Cash Register Receipt
onversion try failed.
Doran Merkley really sh,,luings loose with it running
to end Paul Allen inthe end z.sn
-Iirght it (
a touchdown. Merkley’s
Motel.ttTitor-,I.is
.r the monumental two poin!
Ill,1
,as a pass that fell short.

St
;A. t.
,
.1.
the waning Moments of the first
half. San Jr- ;e’s footballers managed to hold off an upset -minded
Brigham Young university team by
a 14-13 score in Provo. Utah,
Saturday night. Sept. 16.

:,, revenge
of last years’ ’21-8 whipping their
!boys took in Spartan Stadium.
,In that game. Spartan fullback
Johnny Johnson scored all three
thuchdowrts, but picked up only
1’61 season opener.

Money Back Guarantee
Until October 6th
Spartan Bookstore
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Cal Poly Crash
Victim Selected
Athlete -of -Year
Curtis, one of 16 Cal Poly
itrothall playeis killed in the tragic
;Or crash on Oct. 29. 1960 has been
selected posthumously as the At etc of the Year at California
State Polytechnic College,
Hill. Who rewrote the Cal Poly
Mtistang tat halt record books a:
an outstanding pass-catching end,
was selected by Mustang coaches
and athletic personnel for his
brilliant play as a member of
Coach Roy Hughes’ football squad
during the abbreviated and illfated season.
Hill was selected twice to the
Little All-American teams and
wass All -Coast in 1959.

Night Soccer
Games Slated
For Stadium
1.
Menendez has made
big step in boosting the piestige
.: collegiate soccer.
The’ 1961 Spartan soccer schedle calls for three home games at
ile stadium under the lights when
!fie football squad is out of town.
The home opener will be played
-n Friday night, Oct. 13, in Spat -’in Stadium at S.
The following two weeks, the
partan soccer squad will play
.-:anta Clara university and th.
Aggies at Spartan St::
!him.
The soccer season opens Fridi,
-,pt. 30, at Balboa Park in Sat.
Vrancisco foi the NC1CSC tourna
gent which will last through ti;r

s;raltlIMII

1/1\
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Vast Crowd Sees UOP Jinx
Shattered in Home Opener
After years of frustration. San
Jose State’s football forces managed to whip the University of the
Pacific. Coach Bob Titchenal’s men
shut out the isiting Tigers by a
16-0 score hefore a near-capacity
throng of 17.000.
San Jose halfback Phil Clifton
dazzled the Tigers thow and again with crucial gainers ton
the ground. Clifton rolled up
87 )ards In 13 carries to lead all ball curlers.
Johnny .Tohnston ground out C3
yards in 10 tries. The Spartans
scored the first time they got their
hands on the ball. After taking
possesion on the 36-yard line following a COP punt, quarterback
Chon Gallegos engineered a six
play drive that was climaxed by
Gallegos tossing one to Mack
Burton in the end zone. Clifton’s
kick made it 7-0 with 9:47 left
in the first quarter.
Just before the end of the first
quarter. Mack Burton executed a tremendous 41 -yard
run that put the ball on the
COP 41. On the next play.
Burton reeled toff 7 more;
Clifton gained a yard around
the right side; with the ball
in the V1.- ard stripe, Gallegos pass, .1 to Burton on the

Frosh Grid
Prospects
Total 47
I %Psi;
lit I 0
’,as greeted
Coach I.....
t 47 candidates trying out for po-1,ions on the Frosh Football
-.Marl Monday. Sept. 18. Among
ne army of 47 was quite an ar.y of foot ball talent.
Although the team is just heming to take shape in early
orkouts. Jones has high expecta.ons for this year’s crop of SJS
-,,kies,
A five man fight is r.haning lip
for the Spartababes quarterelc posit !on. Hulling from
Hawaii, where he was All State. is Hinano Kaumeleiwa.
"tan Francisco’s canidate is
like Berg who was All -City at
-i. II:matins high school. stall
Hanlon contribute%
Evan
who :is All -League. Rounding
tont the q ’ tel of possible
starting field generals are
Gary Brennormen from Oakland. and Bill .Srdis from
Oakdale.
fioth lightning spvcd and tTIP,11weight will play a prominent
in the frosh attack. Leading
spead is flanker back Morris
’,,mplon from Castlemont high
loot in Oakland who is a 9.7
Bringing up the I
dage for
Jones’ line are tackle% John
Waggener who stands 6-5 and
weighs 250 IlotInds, and
apli shell
and 2145
pound%

Irmo
-.1

You can dry clean everything
minutes at the

GUYS:
GALS:

Clean 3 sport coats and 4

B-W
((Pin -operated (Iry cleaning

pairs of slacks for only
Clean 3 skirts and 5 sweaters
for only

2.00
2.00

Cleans all your clothes beautifully and

Turk Murphy and his Dixieland
mosic-makers.
The 100-piece SJS marching
band, the UOP hand and a terrific fireworks display constituted
an enjoyable halftime show.

Water Poloists
Await Opener
At Stanford
Lee %%idiom t.arsity water polo
coach, has welcomed 23 water athletes in preparation for the coining
season which begins on Friday
Oct. 6. with a match at the Stanford pool.
Walton singled out several individuals deserving of eatly season praise: Bob Wegman. Amin
Wiswell, Dave Cot-bet. Steve Skold,
Jim Monsees and John Henry.
-Stanford and California will
probably be our toughest matches
’his season." he said.
Walton added that this year’s
10,0 squad will probably he the
hest in S.’S history. He named
It
newcomers
seven
Nicholas Sehoenmann, Phil Home,
Grant Rogers, Ty Wood, Ed Gibson, Ed Hughes and Mike Stanley.
’’I’he toughest opposition ft the
-h team this season should

Hours. 6 a.m. to 11

Ed’s Laundromat
497 N.

13th

-II here Servings Are Large
111(1 Priers Are Righi
7,t5 ts. 211,I

hour -:7 VNI. to

I Ile

I’M

SPARTY Says!
This Ad & 5C
Get You the BIGGEST
Frosty Mug of

ROOT BEER
on the

Campus

penitent ’catch
215 South 4th Street
BUI!ei

ALWAYS A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE

-011184418141814111414141411141401411410,4184K

County.
hid!

Hardt] Carr

GLANA’S
STATE LICENSED
CONSULTANT
ALWAYS READY
TO SERVE YOU

LOH OF BEAUTY

urinkle-free ready to so ear

A

LE_

if you don’t have 8 full pounds of dry

GOOD

:4

cleaning, get together with a couple of

IDEA

4

Hours
8 a.m. - ;0 p.m.

Every Day

friends and "share the load".

B-W NORGE

COIN -OPERATED DRY CLEANING
481 E. San Carlos Street
1..endt y

IMF

Nest Dio..le I

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
on All Beauty Services

Hair Cut
Shampoo and Set

$1.50
$2.25

At Giese’s. SJS coeds will always
find a permanent wa.op special.
167 E. WILLIAMS ST.
CuomoI 4th &

ART MARTINEZ
41(11’4 Wrap
290 SO. FIRST

11

p.m.

i ARCHIE’S
0 STEAK HOUSE

Across from Science

Bc

SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER

from
dlands who participated in the
,,rtit South Shrine game.
Assisting Coach Jones this year
, three SJS gradua te,1 ch ti
!dies, Fred Blanco, and Nlitrwin
.111 h.
fir ,.t game of the season
1 take lilac on the home field
, ainst Santa Clara University
’.’ team Tuesday. Octobei 3. at
I1P

ehe in just 15

the yard -line. Johnson lost a
yard on a play before Gallegos
howled the ball to Clifton ult.
Iisod in Mr another t
down.
The extra point try failed, dfl(l
the score remained, 13-0.
When a third quarter Spartan
drive ran out of gas on the I’, I
15. Clifton came to the rescue t,:
a field goal to up the margin 0.
16-0.
The huge crowd came alive in
the forth quarter when Johnson
caught fire and ripped off twol
runs of 18 and 19-yard in the
space
The San Jose offense ate up
321 total yards as compared to
UOP’s 170.
Scott,
the workhorse
Dick
Tiger fullback, was almost the
whole show fol the defeated Pacific men. Scott carried 16 times
for 68 yards.
Gallegos was at the controls of
the Spartan offense for the greater part of the game. With 8 completions in 12 throws, Gallegos
rolled up 104 yards through the
air. Dave Bonillas completed one
pass for 21 yards.
Willie Williams was a favorite
target of Gallegos, nabbing three
passes for 41 yards. Burton caught
the same number for 32 yards.
Highly-touted Tiger quarterback
Jack Sparrow attempted 7 passes
completed just 2 for only 5 yards
The UOP quarterbacks had corn partitively good protection, but
their receivers just couldn’t shake
off the determined SJS safety
men.
A big and early crowd shmsed
hp long before gametime to heal

Wag Alice

BUT!!

1

Spartans
Clifton Paces
_
_ _

PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED
First National Charge 14 Bankrimpricard
Open Monday ther,doe Ft.day fill
P

c7i_frica_tyltsir.
iAloso bbri

r
1i

Mondnv Centrmher IS 1,161

111IPkRTAN D411

TV Sport Shows Are Best Ever
l5 Cl lii I I 65 5%1I.st.
AB( 4.,
went t.
BOLEYN.
UPIP Ingenu- on the camera and developed a
ity plus nea eh.ctronies develop- unit that worked something like
ments are making possible televi- this: A regular TV camera was
skin presentations of sporting used but the lens and the key tube
events in a mariner never before were detached and mounted in a
waterproof unit connected to the
possible,
So says Roone Arlege. executive
producer of ABC’s "Wide World of
Sports," which recently complcied
its first 20-show series on the tilt
"And from what we’ve learned
from this year, I know we’ll Ex.
able to come up with some new
ideas," Arlege said.
The shows produced this year
Covered in wide variety of sports-ranging front the United States- I
Russian track and field meet in .
MOSCOW to the AAU swimming
championships in Los Angeles.
For the Russian show we became the first U.S. company to
take television cameras behind the
FOR YOUR
Iron Curtain," said 30-year.old Arledge.
"All together we had 18 men
and 20 tons of equipment with us.
We had our own generators and
were completely self-sustaining.
"Also we were the first to use
video-tape there. No one had ever
seen it in Russia. As a result we
had a large crowd of Russian TV
men always near us watching OW’
opera t ions."
From Russia the ABC crew
went to Japan for the Japanese
all-star baseball game.
baseball and basketball efforts. He later became
SPARTAN SIGNALCALLER Chon Gallegos
In Japan, like in many of the
OR
the No. I quarterback for San Jose City College
gets ready to uncork a long one during SJS
countries where we covered sports.
before matriculating to SJS. Gallegos completpractice session. Gallegos was an all-conference
we used almost an entire native
WHAT EVER
ed 30 of 56 passes for 300-yards last season for
quarterback at James Lick High School in San
TV crew," Arledge said.
the Spartan Varsity.
Jose. He received similar recognition for his
Although he had set up coverage
YOU
of the Japanese baseball game. Arledge himself was unable to atDRIVE
tend.
’The airline schedule just would
Little good reason.
and Fabian’.
/114LLYWOOD t
nut get me front Moscow to Japan
EATCO INC.
Annie has just stepped into al That’s right!
Albie Pearson in time," he said.
Albie Pearson, the hustling out"Believe it or
new
Angels.
league
Angeles
in
be
cornbaseball
which
he’ll
player,
Los
has
the
of
I..
turned
singe
fielder
not, you can’t fly from Moscow to
is being called "Mammy" thes, poling hit for hit with Frank Si Japan directly. The fastest way is
NEW RELEASES
jars by his teammates for a very natra, Dean Martin. Bobby Darin
is by way of Africa."
’ Capitol Records has released h
__
During the first year’s programs
!list recording. "I’m Still in Lov
starting in April, Arledge traveled
With
You.
backed
by
RECORDS
"Anytime,
PIANOS
STEREO
more than 200,000 miles. He had
Anyday, Anywhere."
I I 11-51(
4)Yrri.i
rit.PInTMINT
15 round trips across the Atlantic.
Ira Cook, one of Hollywood ra.
The swimming championships
BAND INSTRUMENTS
oar station KMPC’s top disc jock- I brought out a new development in
423 W. SAN CARLOS
..yes, predicts Albie will ". . . be underwater TV work.
CV 2-2286
.,round the music world for a long,’ "Underwater photography cerI4ng time" because he has "an ex- tainly is not new," he said. "Rut
MON. - SAT., 13:00 - 6.30
We Honor Bankamericard & First Notional Charge
....11ent Yoice. good phrasing and no matter how good film is it is
SUN. I 4
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446
..ids of personality."
I not as good as video-tape

camo:
camennan then took this to the
bottom of the pool and made his
shots of the races."
The final program of the current
sports season was the Professional
football game between the San

Everything
YOU
NEED
IN

I If..

Dallas, Tex., Texans played III Safi
Diego.
"We base started mine hand
:ameras on the field as e
the reg ular large camr
football coverage." Arledge

(0
0851/1/der

All, WOOL CREW NECK
SWEATER
HALF -SLEEVE BD DRESS
SHIRTS
CORD TROUSERS

295
S95
95

6

AUTO PARTS

TRIUMPH
AUSTIN
CYCLOPS

Baseballer Albie Pearson Turns Crooner

FOREIGN
AUTO
PARTS

osReris

At, 4n9elc4 iltu4ic

"reKvAccou..11V4.1.2
SAN JOSE STATE’S IPADITIONALSHOP
--

Shop In Comfort
Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

Now Has

Air Conditioning For You
Plus
Biggest Stock of Used and New Text Books
Best Prices on Supplies For All Courses
Speed And Efficiency
Guaranteed Sales Until October 6th
With Cash Register Receipt

Open Nights Id 9 p.m. and Saturday ’Till 330 p.m.

Spartan Bookstore
Official College Bookstore

"Right On Campus"

Monday. September 35. ’VW,’

11--SPARTAN DAUM

Construction
Plans Laid

New System Speeds
Student Processing
A new and faster method of :
processing the test scores of incoming freshmen and transfer students has been attempted by the
testing office this semester with
results thus far indicating it a
SLICeeSS.
The Academic Placement Card is
a revised form of the "Permit to
Register" and serves the same
function. The new system is the
end result of punch card computor
plocessing. In all, some 5700 full
time students have been tested

HOME STYLE

COOKING
Chr Mock From Campus
REASONABLE
PRICES

Can ).,:ie
Ca(eteria
89 E San Fernando

CT 5-95 I

and processed through the new
method. Most of the information
contained on the new form is the
same as that listed on the old permit.
Differential placement on the
eard lists a student’s liability for
remedial courses as indicated by
his test performance. The cards
specifically indicate whether the
student passed or failed the reading, math or English tests. The
placement indicated on the card is
the basis for the student’s registration according to the objective
testing.
Last Thursday. 500 students took ,
neir tests and the results were,’
samputed by 5 p.m. enabling them
7. pick up their cards and reels- ’
ter Friday, according to Curt Staftard, Testing Officer.
Stafford stated in answer to a
somber of inquiries that the test rig office does not have the authority to change requirements as
tIris lies within the individual desirtment.

1illsillikillaillealaillukitallairolle

se’
WE SPECIALIZE CATERING PARTIES
mint 1:GO
SPECIAL DINING ROOM SERVICE
THE FINEST IN SPANISH FOODS

1.1 Michoacan Arivejn
2460 Alum Rock Ave.

Free Delivery

iisiastssii the ins! adds
I ion to the San Jose State Cr,:
le,se !awaits:. completed in t
a id ,1:11-1 within 90 days. ii,
announced Friday by C.M. Her’i
chief constriction engineer, division of architecture, State Department of Public Works.
CAMPUS VISIT
lien! was accompanied on a visit
to the campus by Charles Peterson.
principal steuctural engineer, and
Dale Fleming, college facility planner from the office of Dr. Buehl G.
Gallagher, chancellor of the California State College System.
Sacramento visitms were accompanied on their inspection of the
1956 and 1961 additions to the
library and other buildings under
construction on the campus by
President John T. Wahlquist and
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton,
who is in charge of the building
program.
CORRECT VAULTS
One of the purposes of the rehabilitiat ion program will be to rearrange offices, seminar roams and
reading rooms on the three floors
of the 1956 addition to coordinate
them with the new, six-story addition. which was completed in
:ime for the opening of the 1961. s academic year. Some deficienss which have developed in the
16 addition during the five years
sit it has been in use will also
s corrected. When the work is
ire. Herd said Friday. both Hay addition will be of the same
Herd reported that a contract
be let in the near future for
ss rehabilitation 101), which is ex led to take the remainder of
sa college year.

CV 5-9585 CL 1-9975

Save Time and Money

Unclaimed Freight
Mail addresed to students
in ea re of the college may he
claimed in the College Union,
315 S. Ninth St. Any mail not
itaimed within la days is returned to the sender. The college lost and found department
is also housed in the College

Buy Your Books and Supplies at

Spartan Bookstore
"Right on Campus"

Smart People Do!

SUPER SHOE MART

439 So. 1st Street

Downtown

SAN JOSE

corduroy oxfords
Gals love ’ern ... and WA have
’em with ALL THE NEW TOE
TREATMENTS! In a parade of
smart colorstan, purple, brass,
loden green, white and black.
Also in duck, tan, black or white.
Women’s 4 to 9. Come see!

’kJ

$29
’

-

s

for

COMPARE
AT 3.95

Ninety in All

Many New Instructors Join Faculties
Of SJS Departments For Fall Semester
I., 1,1 \ WINKLF:R
*di
State is starting this
semester with an number of new
faculty members.
New additions to the accounting department announced by Pres.
.inhn T. V;allquist are Michael
Brusin. an assistant, and Cecil
Worsens, an assistant piotessor.
Dr. Thomas Foster is a new
assistant professor in the business education department.
In the Industrial Relations department Frank T. Paine. an assistant professor, is a new member.
The management department
has five new members. They are;
Eugene Bringham, assistant professot ; Bernard Dahlin, assistant
professor; David C. Ewer, assistant professor: and Vergil Miller,
also an assistant professor.
In the marking department there
are three new members, all assistant professors. They are Eugene
Grape, Robert Loewer and Alexander P. Triandafyllides.
Dr. John C. Tootle, an assistant
professor, is a new addition to
the Secretarial Administration department.
Robert
Bainbridge,
Edward
Lewis and Dr. Sidney Tiedt, all
assistant professors, are new instructors in the Elementary Education department.
In the Secondary Education department there are three new assistant professors. They are Robert
Arnold, Carlos 0. Lopez, and Miss
Marjorie J. McGilvrey.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
There are two new additions to
the Civil Engineering department.
130th are assistant professors. They
are Dr. David Hatcher and Then.

Library Announces
Daily and Holiday
Hours for 1961-62
Library hours for the 1961-62
academic year have been published by the San Jose State College Library.
During regular session the main
Library will remain open Monday
through Thursday from 8 a.m. to
11, p.m. On Fridays the Library
o III open at its regularly scheduled 8 a.m. but will close at 5:30
p.m.
Weekend Library hours will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday
and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sundays.
The reserve book room will keep
the same hours as the main Library except that on Monday
through Friday the doors will open
at 7:30 am.
During school vacations the Library will be open daily from 8
lam, to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and closed on weekends.
The reserve book room will maintain these same hours during Vacation hut will be closed feom
noon to 1 p.m. for lunch.
On legal holidays the Library
will be closed.

New Biology department protor, has been added to the Home
I dore C. Zsutty.
lessors are Edwin Chin Jr., assistIn the Electrical Engineering de- Economics department faculty,
Howard Gerrish, an associate ant professor: Dr. Barbara Mabee
partment there are five new menubets, three of which hold PhD. professor, and Nelson Judah jr.. an assistant professor and Itoward
degrees. Fred Badal, an assistant, assistant professor, htt%e been add- Shellhammer, assistant professor.
Dr. Ibrahim. H. A. Elabd an as- ed to the Industrial Arts departCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT
sociate professor; Dr. A. Stanton merit.
Five new chemistry department
addbeen
Four professors have
McAllister, associate professor:
members are Dr. Roger Klemm.
Evangelos N. Moustakas. assistant ed to the Mathematics department an assistant professor; Dr. Rayprofessor and Dr. Charles Sim- staff. All are assistant professors: mond Lee, assistant professor: Mrs.
Dr. Johanna Brunings, Mrs. Mar- Inge Rabes Koenig, assistant
monds, an associate professor.
proThe only new faculty member garet Finn, Albert Furman and fessor; James Lowell, jr. assistto the Mechanical Engineering de- Edgar Simons,
ant and Dr. Lanny Lee Replogle.
partment is Allen Krafve, an asassistant professor.
MEN’S P. E.
sistant professor.
In the Physical Science departRecent additions to the Men’s
Five new additions to the Eng- Physical Education department are ment there are six new faculty
lish department are Dr. Mary Jane Dr. Clair Jennett, associate pro- members. They are John Brooke,
Cook, assistant professor; Melvin fessor; Dean Miller. assistant pro- assistant professor; Donald FitzW. La Follette. assistant professor; fessor; Dr. James Bosco, assistant gerald. assistant professor; 1)1,,
Edward J. Lautner, assistant pro- professor: Daniel Unruh. associate Robert Foster, assistant professor;
fessor; Robert Malosky, assistant professor; and Lee Allan Walton, Dr. Albert Miller, associate professor; Dean Pfundstein, instrueprofessor; and Edward Norris, an an assistant professor.
inst ruder.
In the Women’s Physical Ed- tor; and Robert Read, assistant
In the Foreign Language de- ucation department, Miss Betts professor.
Miss Ruth Adams, an assistant
Miss Joan
instructor;
partment Miss Yolanda Astarita, Hicks,
instructor; Miss Helen Bradman. Hilliker, instructor and Miss Carol professor, is a new member of
instructor; Jean E. Guedenet, as- Luther, instructor, are recent the Science Education department
sistant professor; and Dr. Em- faculty additions.
manuel Hatzantonis, an assistant
professor, have been added to the
staff.
Dr. George Jones, an assistant
Eleanor
Mrs.
and
professor,
Maderis, an instructor. have been
added to the Philosophy department staff.
In the Psychology department.
At San Jose Paint & Wallpaper Company
Mrs. Jacqueline Finneran. an assistant; Dr. Ben Finney. associate r (just two blocks off campus/ you will find
professor; Lauren Gerbrandt, as-,
sistant; Jerry Nelson, assistant. JP all the art materials needed for your art
and Dr. Robert Witte. assistant I
classes ...
professor, are the new mem’’,
Art Department
Added to the staff in the Art
department are Philip Corriehtst
Easels
assistant; Alfonz Lengyel, assist -c
Art
student pads
professor and Peter Valentin
Teneau, an assistant.
Canvas panels
Two new faculty members
the music department are
Grumbacher designer colors
Grothkopp Jr., assistant professor
Strathmore papers
and Stanley Hollingsworth also an.:
assistant professor.
Watchung water color paper
In the Speech and Drama department Mrs. Sharon Ann Bower,
D’Arches water color paper
an instructor; Paul Keller. an associate professor; Raphael Haller.
Winsor
Newton water colors
an assistant professor, and Rena,
Shelton, an assistant have Is- .
Prang Tempera colors
added to the staff.
Red sable brushes
Dr. Norman F. Keiser, an associate profesor, is a new member
Ceramic tools
the economics and .Geography tinpartment.
Art books
Dr. Richard Cramer, an assistant
professor, and Ember HendrickSketching pencils
son. also an assistant professor
Drafting supplies
have joined the History department.
In the Political Science and pub- 11
2 BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS
NO WAITING
lir
Administration
department
James W. Pratt. an assistant proOPEN 8 A.M. AND THURSDAY NITS
fes.sor, has joined the staff.
Just added to the Sociology and )
Anthropology department staff s
Donald Bender. an assistant p
It
lessor, Mrs. Margaret Sumner.
instructor.
Two Locations
In the Humanities Program department, Dr. John Sperling. ss
112 So, 2nd St
Valley Fair Shopping Center
assistant professor, has just I.....
added to the fattli"
Mr, rkaltia T. I
ofx*PII001P10411111~~11

ARTISTS!

SAN JOSE PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

young men

\e00’9

Popular shoe sit
popular price! Wh,+iduck uppers backed
to drill with web
+ape backstay for
etra strength.
Ribbed sole binding.
pebbled toe guard.
Full length duck ccoiered sponge insole,
comfort cushion
r c h. Nonrnarking
crepe oufsole. All
white. Sixes 6 to 13.

V

s

COMPARE
AT 6.95

\ove
-Welcome bad to campus,

’49’

4111,fr

you lovely coeds,- says
Polka Doff.,

just arrived

Irons

the state of Genesi," along
with the most wonderful selection
of fleet.footed flats and
spirited Mile heels ...

Popular!

$390

COMPARE
AT 5.45

Super quality oxford designed for
tennis, badminton and other court
games. Sturdy white duck uppers,
loose duck lining for cool, flexible
comfort. All white. Sixes 6 to 13.

all mobile and ready for anything.
Score the largest relri

ej711PER
SHOE
MART

for status ... tele to hiker
learning in Genetics.

89’ to 169’

FACTORY- TO -YOU
SAVE UP 10 50
439 So. lot St. -Son Jose
OPEN MONDAY I, THURSDAY
NIGHTS IQ 9 P tol
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Fewer Taboos Against Hiring Women Says
U.S. Assistant Labor Secretary Peterson
San Jose, California, Monday, September 25, 1961

9

Businessman Seeking Abolition
Of University Business Schools
A Colum- until the rstock market crash ot that business.
New YORK (UPI
WON -I 1111a.
bia University business school 1929. Nuts were a luxury item, so I
graduate who has given millions Black switched to five-cent cups I -I won’t hire business students.
to medical education is cam- of coffee and cream cheese and I hold it against them. I know
paigning for abolition of all uni- nut sandwiches. He still does not they haven’t learned anything.
versity schools of business and charge more than 30 cents for They think they are business
substituting them with on-the- anything sold in his restaurant men, but nine out of 10 just want
to get rich quick. I have made a
job training in executivemanship chain.
INNOVATIONS
lot of money but I did not set out
instead.
Among Black’s innovations, to. It just came in years of hard
William Black who went into
business with a capital of $250 in which he assures interviewers he work.
the 1920’s and now heads a chain did not learn in college, have
"We should abolish busines,
of low -price restaurants and a been:
schools altogether and turn then:
---Kitchenless restaurants
coffee distributing company says
into schools for Certified Pubis
he realized five years after he left all food is prepared in front of Accountants. There is such a
his
customers.
University
that
Columbia
subject as accounting and it is a
Dishwashing
apparatus in- scientific subject that must be
business course had not taught
stalled
in
view
of
customers.
learned in school."
him a thing.
No tipping.
CAN’T LEARN
Black said he was not talking
Black
instituted
a
40-hour
week about Columbia University alone
"I realized then that there is
no such thing as the subject of for his employes before his combusiness," he said in an interview petitors did. He gives his employes
"You can’t learn it and you can’t their birthdays off with pay and
teach it. It is not scientific enough three weeks vacation after five
to be taught. You can teach typing,1 years of service. Employes are
shorthand, accounting or how to granted i nterest-free loans and
build a machine, but you cannot may take home food at no cost.
teach the subject of business." Christmas bonuses amount to 10
Black, president and director per cent of company earning beof Chock Full 0’ Nuts Corpora- fore taxes. The company pays
tion, said his studying business pensions of half -salary for life
In college almost certainly had to those who reach age 65.
He has given $5.3 million to
nothing to do with the fact he
has been able to make important Columbia University to construct
a medical research building and
business decisions.
$250,000 to launch the Parkindecisions
make
to
"The ability
son’s Disease Foundation.
is very important," he said. "I
But he will not give a penny to
dore,t think you can teach that.
Columbia toward a $6 million
A man may be able to make deschool of business building it hopes
cisions after he has been to school
to construct.
but not because he went to school."
"I think they need that like a
After Black worked his way
hole in thehead," Black said.
through college, finishing in 1920,
INTERNSHIP
he plunged his $250 savings in a
"You learn about business by
basement nut store. Soon he had
being in business, It would be
a chain of stores which flourished
better for a young fellow to take
a general course for four years
and learn something and then
Help Wanted
go to work as an intern in a business for two years."
YoL:ng ladies needed for 3 hour.,
Black said, this training would
days per week.
per day 3
be comparable to the internship
Preferably mornings. Le ft er
of a doctor or work in a law ofwrting, filing and typing. Insurfice by a budding attorney.
"It takes a lifetime for an exance experience desirable bvt
ecutive to learn his business,"
rot necessary.
Black said. "If a young man were
to spend two years in one busiBOWMAN INSURANCE
ness as an understudy to on cot
CY 24607 or 260 Vire.
the top officials, he would learn

I,

lien women
,..nations against worn.,%er from the
She ,,31I it will I,
were believed interested in work- achievement of full employnient 1 en and all other groups in the
in an expanding American econ-Ilpopulation will be eliminated Ming for pin money.
-Most women work neither for onty to Teach the point where I timately.
pin money nor for diamond
brottches." she said recently at
the annual meeting of the National Federation of Business
and Professional Women’s Clubs.
Mrs. Peterson told the women:
"You who have already arrived
in your fields, and often had to
overcome 19th century taboos to
do so, should encourage able young
women to follow in your pioneering footsteps now that you havein the manner of good King Wen blazed the Ir ill"

L’IIICAGO I UPI
No intelrent employer will turn away a
needed mathematician because
Ishe is a woman.
"And no
profession
whose
practitioners are working themselves to death because of a lack
of qualified help will close the
door of opportunity to women."
The woman who made these
itements is one who worked
her way In to the executive suite.
She is Mrs. Esther Peterson, As sistant Secretary of Labor.
Mrs.
Peterson acknowledged
that the road to employment op.
port unit ies for many women still
is studded with barricades left
_
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PRINTS

UNDERWOOD

REMINGTON

ROYAL

lpewriteri
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
Et. 1900

EASY

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Pre., Parking

24

S. SECOND

ST.

CYprest 3-6383

AND FRAME SHOP
332 E. SANTA CLARA

CY 3-1703

g>40/TO ALL STUDENTS OF
- SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE
CAN YOU USE A
HUNDRED BUCKS?
THAT’S WHAT YOU CAN WIN IN EVERY ONE OF

FIRST CONTEST OCTOBER 7.11.
All you have to do is clip the coupon, pick the winners and predict the scoresthen
figure out how you’re going to spend that hundred bucks! It’s easy ... just clip the
coupon below or get an entry blank Y. here you buy cigarettes and fill in your predictions of the ten game scores. Then mail it with an empty Viceroy package or a reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name a, it appears on the package front to Viceroy at
the Box Number on the entry blank or drop it in the ballot box conveniently located
on the campus.
Open only to students and faculty members. Enter as many times as you want.
Simply send an empty Viceroy package or reasonable rendition of the Viceroy name
with each entry.
Entries must be postmarked or dropped in the ballot box no later than the
Wednesday midnight before the games and received by noon Friday of the same week.
Nest contest will be on pine. uit.tc,s!,er 2I when you’ll base another chance to win

on

women’s collegiate
styled sportswear
A complete
line of women’s:
button down and choirboy collar blouses

EXAMPLES OF DISCOUNT PRICES

$5.95 Orford cloth blouses in choir -boy
button down collar. 35% discount

t41 C
$1

62

0\

and

Cotton hopsack bormuda
walking shorts. Discount to card holders

Ni4

11,11

Fate

$3 83

HMO

fi

$27.95 Madras shirtwaister dresses.
discount

$1491

VAUGHN’S
(ACROSS FROM LIBRARY)

121 SO. 4th STREET
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NAME
ADDRESS

WIN

SCORE

WIN
Missouri
Humboldt St.

Ser, Jose St Cell.
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Stanford
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HERE ARE THE CONTEST RULESREAD ’KM AND WIN!
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Only Viceroy’s Got It
... At Both Ends!
Got The Fitter.
Got The Blend!

$12.95

$8.41

tor Poro

totttoeeeet roetTe1t

134,VIN I %env leo,*

\\ If

Viceroy College Football

It can do plenty. Here’s why: the Viceroy filter
starts with pure. safe vegetable material. made
into the same straight tiller strands as most
good filters.
Rut here’s the twist: Viccros %caves those
tiny strands into the special Deep-Weave Filter
... and that’s the filter you can trust to lase
.
you the good taste of
Viceroy’s rich tobacco
blend. The fact is .

shorts

V

1st PRIZE("
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE

CAN DO FOR YOUR TASTE!

pencil slim tapered

$2.50 Crushbelts and cummerbunds.
35% discount to students

HERE ARE ALL THE PRIZES
YOU CAN WIN!

And a free carton of Viceroys to es cry contestant who names all ten winning
teamsREGARDLESS OF THE SCORt S’

MaRoy’s Doerpave.Filter

shirtwaister dresses

rtnd walking

LOOK!

20 OTHER PRIZES
OF $1022 EACH

DON’T SMOKE ANOTHER CIGARETTE
UNTIL YOU LEARN WHAT

pleated and sheath
collegiate styled skirts

pants

the scoresand you’re in the money!

/ ONLY STUDENTS ON THIS CAMPUS
ARE ELIGIBLE!

35% Discount

9

Park :4 gal/el

PAYMENT PLAN

IT’S EASY! Just pick the ten winning teams, predict

offers a year ’round

Thurs.

$1 8

$18.00 rental applies to purchass p’fln
of any machine if you decide to buy.

------ 11

I’ I1

vAuGEWS
=UT CLOTBRE TINIall

15%

AT

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Syracuse

Moryloryd
swore

SCORE

E. Army

Ohs. SI.

Purdue
S M. U.

r

N otre NM.

Ait Poiret

( roc.’ open ONLY TO Si I’ DI NTS ANT) A rl ’I T Y ON THIS CAMPUS.
Mail Perore m,dnithl, Ost 4. iii Iceriw. Bok. 98.A Mt Vernon ID, New York

Monday, September 25,
nAn.v
Education Department Statistics

10---S’PARTAN

College Opens New World and New Trials to Entering Students
Advice to Parents
Freshman Pitfalls

1961

Report Calls School Libraries
Underdeveloped, Understaffed
TwoNEW YORK t U P11
thirds of the elementary schools
in the United States are without
libraries.
eelltralized
AU but 3.3 per cent of secondary schools have centralized
braries -- but many are poor!)
staffed, housed, equipped arid fiminced
The deficient state of many of
the nation’s school libraries a as
found in a statistical study of
school libraries conducted by the
Library Services Branch of the
Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The study collected information on public school libraries
and librarians in school districts
with enrollments of 150 or more.
Conducted in 1958-59. it is the

chow late
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RANCHO DRIVE-IN
CY 4-2041
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DISI,Ity

NIKKI
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:GAY THEATRE CY 3-8405:
*
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*
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*
*
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*
*
4
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*

* SARATOGA UN 7-3026 :
*
*
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*
*
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*
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O
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*
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*
*
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Walt Disney s
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*
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4,
*
All 3 in Color
*
*
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TOWNE CY 7-3060
:
*
*
Terry-Thornes
*
I.
MAKE MINE MINK
*
*
*
*
Also
*
. lit Glimpses Inside Today’s China :
:BEHIND THE GREAT WALL*
*

most o)mpretom-r,,r repot t of its rent of t he profess!, ma I personnel essential for good school litYPe
brary service.
HI-liE GAPS
The U.S. Office of Education
Findings, contrasted with some estimated that 38 million pupils
of the quantitative standards will be in public schools, and
vecotrunentled by the American more than 6 million non-public
Library Asauciation, point to schools in 1961-62
for whom
huge gaps in the state of many more than 146,000 school libraSchool libraries.
rians will he needed it standards
The study showed 5.3 books per are to be Mel.
pupil in school libraries. RevisitA library is more titan a shelf
Inended:
10 per pupil.
of books in a classroom.
An average library expenditure
The Library Association defined
per pupil was $1.60. Recommendone this way:
ed: $4 to $6.
"It is a centrally organized colThe standards recommended.
one qualified librarian for each lection, readily accessible, of
300 students and another libra- many kinds of materials that.
rian for each additional 400 stu- used together, enrich and support the educational program.
dents.
"It contains books, magazines,
UNDERSITAIFFED
and other printed materials, as
The study found that public
well as films and filmstrips, reschool libraries in the United
cordings. pictures and maps."
States were staffed by 17 per

Student Injured

ASB Council
Meeting Set
Student Council will stage its
irst meet ing of the semester
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth St.,
Bill Hauck. ASH vice president,
announced today.
General introductory business
will be discussed he said. Brent
Davis, ASH president, will attend
to brief council members on work
accomplished during the summer.
Any member of the student body
may attend the meeting, Hauck

A 24 year old SJS student
suffered extensive facial and
body injuries last week as a result of being thrown front him
motor scooter by a bit-run
driver.
The student. Dale Wood, a
junior industrial relations major, underwent six holm of facial
surgery after he was found injured on the San Jose-Los Gatos
road, in front of the Cotmty Hospital.
Wood was enrolled In school
this semester by a classmate and
plans to return upon his release
from O’Conner hospitaL

STARTS THURSDAY
Exclusively at . . .

Towne & Gay
Theatres
3 Performances
Daily
1:15 4:45 - 1330
TOWNE 2 Performances
Daily
6:15 9:50
saved after start
Performance
ADVANCED PRICES
Students
$1.49
General
$1.75
GAY

LA
,VITADOLCE
AA

Astor

DROPOUT RATE
Mrs. Move said from 40 to 60
per cent of entering college freshmen in four year schoots never
become college juniork.
This high drop-out rate Is attributed in part to the failure of
many students to adjust , themselves to the responsibilities and
requirements thrust upon them
iii cullege.
The problems of students just
entering college, Mrs. Duree has
found, stem from students expecting to turn over a completely new leaf and become someone
they aren’t.
"Unless they adjust themselves
to the fact that college is not a
new beginning in life, their college career could end in failure,"
she said.
"Success is assured if they will
only be themeelves."

souse

until the middle of lit.. rasphortisir
ROCI TESTER, N.Y. tUPIt
to parents of college fresh- year to make this decision
counseling is availithle to him
Men :
Expect your son or daughter to
MAJOR SWITCH
develop some homesickness durDon’t be surprised if your
ing the first, weeks and maybe son or daughter changes his
edit.
months at school.
cational and vocational objeeth,
Expect also to hear from son during his college
experience
or daughter regularly at first. But Fully half of the undergraduate-,
life
college
of
pressures
the
as
make at least one such change
increase, each will become a less they develop intellectually.
correspondent.
reliable
If
your youngster change,.
These are among hints in a
patents’ guide produced by the his mind as he fumbles for his
place in college and in the world,
University of Rochester, N.Y.
he will need your sympathy
Other hints:
understanding. Little good cAa
SLOW STARTERS
be done by forcing a student to
Some freshmen are slow continue in a program which hp
starters. Remember that they finds distasteful.
have the whole year to reach
The guide urged parents to
the minimum record. In nearly "Inform us about anything that
all cases they attain higher aver- might help its to work more effee.
lively with your son or daughter"
ages in June than in January.
II noted that parental coupe’s.
you:
if
concerned
Don’t be
lion "is invaluable to us as se
youngster has not made a voca- t ty to help each student to hioe
tional choice or decided on a field .t profiable and happy tolleks
of specialization. He has at least eSperiener."
Memo

Timeless ’Ivy League Look’
o Recent Trend; Begun in 1902
NEW YORK (UPI)
There
has been confusion in some circles
as to whether J. Press invented
Yale University or whether it was
the other way around. Both, of
course, invented what is now called
the "Ivy League Look."

The firm now is run by Irving
Press, 55, a Yale law graduate,
who is president and manages the
New York end of the family business, and by his brother Paul, 50
who attended Pittsburg and Columbia (Ivy) and handles the New
Haven end.

For the record, Yale got its
charter back in 1701 although it
fooled around at Killingworth and
Old Saybrook Conn., for a few
years and didn’t move to New
Haven until 1718. J. Press got
started in 1902 but its predecessor
was in business in the 1880s.

UNIFORM-SICK
With the end of World War II,
Ivy League alumni were heartily
sick of uniforms and yearned for
the way of life they were used to
the Ivy look. Finding the market loaded with English drape suits
with monstrous padded shoulders
and floppy trousers, they turned
to J. Press.
There were so many orders that
the firm bought up British woolens, built some factories and began producing ready-to-wear, Ivy
League style. It was what the firm
had been making for 60 years but
there was just more of it. By 1954
it had swept the country. Now it
Is about all that is sold.

The "J" is for Jacobi. His specialty was "fine tailored clothes for
gentlemen." The firm has maintained that tradition although in
the postwar years it has gone
heavily into ready made suits for
Ivy League and University of Virginia undergraduates.
Hoover collars," Irving Press said.

"-dooms,
Fr Falters

A.

0.11001 etisdative costa:A.4R’. aryPe
sum high
that the transition
school to college is a Milieul period
facing the college coed.

ALTON, in ILIPla
Memo
to volute freshmen:
be yourself and you’ll succeed
in college."
The advice is from Mrs. Florence Duree, Dean of students at
Monticello College in Alton.
During her 15 years as dean at
the two-year women’s e’.:rege,
Mrs. Duree has found that the
student who has the must &Ili.
culty in college is the One who
acts affected
ON THEIR OWN
"Too many students just beginning college careers find the
feeling of ’being on their own’
the first time is too much freedom," she said.
"They tend to take advantage
of thir new found freedom from
parental supervision by ’putting
on an air’ and trying out a new
personality.
"The greatest display of theatrical ability among women
takes place during the first year
of college."
College administrators and high

Slinial

WY THE RAGE
"You can look at the classbook
for the Yale classes of 1925, 1935,
1945 even 1915
and
you’ll
find the students look very much
the same in the same type of
1111111111111IIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111:
E.:

Tareyton delivers
the flavor...

clothes except for those who wore Best sellers are sharkskin glen
The revived Ivy League look be- plaids in grey anti navy with faint
came the rage and other manu- red overplaid. Stripes are suddenly
facturers began turning out bas- in again --- pin and subdued chalk,
ically the same thing. But, Press ’ in medium dark grey and dark
complained, some of them made blues.
"such narrow lapels they almost
Shirts are button down. Ties
1 are at least 2% inches wide in
disappeared. Also the pants."
The nice thing about the setup hand -blocked foulard or or per
from J. Press point of view is haps reps ("English silk this
that midergrads who can buy a have so many old school ties WO
readyrnade suit for $85 go into regimentals over there you get
business later, then enter an upper better color selection."). Hats air
bracket, become corpulent and can small brimmed with pinch from
afford the cuetom-tailroed clothes Sweaters are shaggy Shetland
which start around $200 to $245. Trousers are slim and have n.,
There are stores in Cambridge. pleats. Sports jackets are lighter
Mass., in New Haven and in New
medium dark instead of just
York ("a sort of a catchall for dark.
transients") and five salernen,
"We pride ourselves on the fact
called travelers, who visit all parts
the things we sell grow old grace.
of the country. The Ivy alumni
fully," Press said. "No obsolesence
are fiercely loyal and a Harvard
graduate in Chicago, for example. A man can wear a sports jacket
Cut’ 20 years. It may be bad fur
might convert a Northwestern man
, business but that is what ow
to the Ivy look.
customers want."
IVY HALLMARKS
The hallmarks of the Ivy Look !
FRESHEST DONUTS
are well knownstraight hanging
three-button suits. No two-button. I 0
72 Varieties
No double breasted suits except
GINGHAM oust. nosa"rs
for blazers. Top fabrics this fall ,4 117 So First
ss
CT S.7414
are cashmeres, and suits are dark. ,
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BEAT FROM =
iREGISTRATION?

= LET US HELP
YOU FEEL LIKE
A NEW MAN! g

The Fittest lit Beauty

.=

Care

* Personalized Hair-Styling

5

* Expert Tinting and Illeaelting

* Permanent Waving
* Skilled Hair- .1rtists to Give You Personal
Consultation and Service
"Tareyton’s Dual Filter in duos partes divisa estl"
says Publius (Boom -Boom) Aurelius, Coliseum crowdpleaser.
Says Boom -Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Legions of smokers are switching.
Try a couple of packs of Tareytons. They’re the packs
Romana!"

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

HEALTH CLUB 1
FOR MEN $ WCWEN
stoucisr,

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

WEIGHT
BODY
=

DUAL FILTER
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CONDITIONING

ERSONAL INSTRUCTION
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413 E. SANTA CLARA
(ONE BLOCK FROM SCHOOL( s
CALL
1

=
=
CY 5-9910
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OPEN 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY
Closed Saturdays

The Catnpus iteautv Salon
273.A E. San Fernando

St.

Across From the Administration Building
Between 6th and 7th S171.
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Administration Chortles

Men’s Fashions Grow
Increasingly Lighter
- Men’s
NEW YORK WEN
clothes over the years have grown
increasingly lighter in weight to
.the point where suit, shirt, tie,
hat, belt. underwear and stocks
weigh only three pounds. Heavy
wing -tip brogues weigh the same
,grioutit.
Three pounds is a lot of leather
faeturers
aId AnieriCan shoe m
have brooded over bow many millice) fotal pounds of energy were
being wasted each year by men
pludding around the country In
heavy shoes. Now they have changed that.
The National Shoe Institute,
which represents many of the
AnieriCan manufacturers, reports
the trend this fall is for a lighter
weight, often in the same traditienal styles, but with new styling
concepts borrowed freely from
England’s famous bootmakers.
The Institute’s Lynn Farnol
repels these major trends:
A trimmer and slimmer look
aehived through a tapered but
bet pointed toe, elastic around
the hip to hug the ankle or elastic goring beneath the tongue or
on side panels of slipons to eliminate gape and make them fit

New Bosses On Job
*ar As Semester Begins
4.

With the start of another sernester new faces are present in
the administration offices.
Dr. James W. Thornton jr. has
’,en appointed Assistant to the!
’resident. and Dr. Arthur IIPrice ,
now assistant to the Dean ul the

"Square toes." They aren’t
really square but, are slightly
more angular than usual and were,
first shown by such famous London boot makers as McAfee, Tuzcek
and Peale Brothers. A variation
is the "oblique chisel" in which the
squared -off toe slopes back slightly from the big toe to give a more
na t urii I shape.
LEATHER

OPARTAN

lit the Scielice mut I ke,ip,tiona
division the following appointments
have been mane: Dr. Lester Lange
.
is acting head of the Mathematics
department. Walter J McPherson
is head of the Phsical Education

as,istarit to IdAelPtialti-.ttinn-titrts’ Itugot*.r.11;eTraldBlv.urrouir.’"an, tt:
PrOt , Assistant Director of Athletes- and
’urns, Dr nieodore C. Hinckley is I Dr. Berl Morris to head tit the
.iculty research liason ufhts-r. ’heinistry depart mem .
.liss Charlene it. Conrad was up. 1 iiinted new activities adviser,
Ars. Merton KirkLsh is also activies advisor and Miss flerniei.
an is Housing Counselor.
The Business department has
-.w new appointments. Dr. Carl I.
-- PRESENTS
’tier is Acting }lead of the Mm
,ement department. Donald ,
1:,,ark is head of the Accountine
,department, and Dr. Mittel
! Wright is acting head of Inthistri.:
!Relations department.
Dr. Vasily Prian has been al.
!pointed head of the Meets:ink.,
; Engineering department.
Warren Faits is nies head of rt.,
Art department and Dr. Leo
Kibby is acting head of EeolitelliteS
and (leography.
Dr. Ralph C. Bohn is head of the
IIndustrial Arts department
"II:er."JOhn

Wright

Cu011titlatUr

PUMPS

tat

C.

Et:Kline

Fartud also c..auments on the
growing use of the patent leather
Edwardian pump, especially by college students, worn with or without formal evening wear.
Gervase Butler, men’s fashion
editor of the Boot and Shoe Recorder Magazine. a Bible of the
shoe industry, reports the fashion emphasis of the entire men’s
wear industry this fall is of "London orientation, achieving a change
from the Italian continental look."
"Some manufacturers have come
up this fall with traditional sty ling in the same type of wing tip V
that used to weigh so much," tw
said. "Among others the construction is of considerably lighter
REDHAIRED PROBOSCIS, WHERE ARE YOU?
Dr. Heath, who is on leave from the college
weight, at least one-third lighter
Dr. James P. Heath, professor of zoology at
until September, 1961, took time out for monkey
Brooks Brothers sells one that
SJS, seeks the rare proboscis monkey expected
business for the San Diego Zoo during a special
weighs almost nothing."
to be lurking somewhere in the trees in Borneo.
assignment in Indonesia
"There is some preference for it
’HIGH RISING’
square toe by some manufactur--A high rising tongue on slip.. ers,
what the English call the
am. to give an unbroken expanse chisel toe, and the oblique. The
of leather - the look of more Continental was a very light shoe
shoe. Some of these "high rising" but for high fashion. It fit the
Peace Corps examinations. given ,
shoes are perfectly plain, but foot as a glove fits the hand .
throughout the nation Oct 7. will
there also is considerable use of very elaborate details, stitching.
’he held in San Jose at the Main
a perforated bib -- the old golf- perforation, buckles etc."
._ootl ,,lt, itertleeS,
Sr’’ ti ii ,[tecirt left, ot
they se. tIll
Well :Old the boats %Vinod 10,11 .tt or it , Post Office Building at 5:30 a.m..
the
same
achieve
to
-kiltie
ing
bowls Monkey, a rare creature lo- under water. A head would pop while the monkey churned for I the Rev. Leonard H. Hildebrandt
BOOTS POPULAR
effect.
cated in Borneo, have been col- up in the most unexepected place shore," Dr. Heath explained. _ I Nthovr,thaenrnnouncCaedlifornia representabrogues.
Butler
said
another
important
wing-tip
- Lighter
lected by a San Jose professor for
,
I
is
the
medium
-high
type
influence
The perforations heart or diag
the San Diego Zoo in August dur
This third round of exarninations
mond shaped, are made in the of footwear such as the Half- iJig is special assignment with the
the corps will last for six hours
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